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Welcome to the October edition of the WJVintage newsletter. 

This month is a very special one for me, as it represents ten 
years since I first set up my little business. I have to say, it has 

been an exciting and enjoyable journey and I am really pleased 
to have made it this far! Back in 2011, I had no idea the business 

would even make it to one year, so I think to achieve ten is quite 
a milestone to celebrate!  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Sadly, the celebrations won’t be quite as extravagant as they 

might have been (and were originally planned to be). Covid 19 put 

paid to any plans for another running day, such as the very 
successful one that I hosted here in Kings Cliffe for my 5th 

Anniversary. I suppose in retrospect I could have gone ahead with 
such an event, but when I first started planning for this, things 

looked a lot bleaker with lockdown, and I considered it too much 
of a risk at the time. 

Then of course my alternative celebration – a 10th Anniversary PO 
Wagon was hit by the perfect storm of Covid delays and QC issues, 

meaning it too has yet to arrive. 
But are we downhearted? No, worse things happen at sea. They 

will arrive when they arrive, and I know for sure that they will be 
all the better for being re-printed. See ‘What’s New’ below for a 

positive update on these. 
The main thing is we have cake! Thanks to my daughter, who 

made the WJVintage Anniversary ‘cup-cakes’ cake shown above 

complete with loco and WJV delivery lorry.  
 

Please continue to stay safe and … 

Keep Enjoying Your Trains 

WJVintage  

Oct 2021 Newsletter 
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It is perhaps a bit self-indulgent, but I thought a brief history of 
WJVintage might be appropriate as I celebrate ten years in business. The 

photo above shows me celebrating another anniversary, in this case my 
fourth birthday. You can see two key factors in my future life were 

already playing a prominent role – even back then. Yes, trains and cake 

were key influences from a very young age!       
 

So, what have I done over the past ten years? 
Part 1 – 2011 to 2016 
It all began in 2011 and redundancy from Hornby Hobbies (who owned 

Corgi for whom I had worked since 1998) forced me into pastures new. 
The seed of an idea to enter the O Gauge world was very much 

encouraged by Gustav Taus (RIP) the Chief Executive at ETS in Prague. 
So it was that in October 2011, I spent a chunk of my redundancy money 

on a range of ETS wagons with UK liveries. To my great relief they 
actually sold pretty well and WJVintage was in business.  

 

  
 

By 2012 I had established a relationship with John Fowler of Seven Mill 

Models, and together we created, through DJH Models of Consett, the O 
Gauge Girder Bridge based on the Hornby Dublo version, but offered now 

in Orange and Grey, single and double track versions.  
 

 
 

 

A Brief History  
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The biggest early development, and I still say the making of WJV, was 

without doubt the ETS A1 Terrier which came along in 2013. I couldn’t 

afford to go it alone on the Terrier and so Colin Toten of Raylo offered to 
take half the locos to spread the cost and risk. This was the beginning of 

a relationship with Colin that flourishes to this day. In total we made 
some 400 Terriers over 3 production runs and it gave me the confidence 

to develop my own line of WJVintage products 
 

  
 

A series of WJVintage branded Tank Wagons followed, all of which were 

very successful, but I was keen to develop further. A distributorship with 
Darstaed in 2014 gave my offering more breadth, but I what I really 

wanted was to develop my own brand locomotives, an expensive and 
risky business! Colin at Raylo however, was also keen to develop a loco so 

we once again agreed to share the cost of a project that Colin had been 
keen to launch – a GWR Railcar. Regular trips to ETS were now required 

and by late 2014 the first Railcars were launched. 
 

  
The Railcar was successful without being an instant sell out, and indeed 

this set a pattern that has been part of our business planning ever since. 

50% sell very quickly, with the remaining 50% trickling along for the next 
couple of years (or more!). Most subsequent locos have followed this 

pattern. 
2015 was a really busy year. I took on the distribution of Merkur tinplate 

track and Citybuilder carboard building kits, both of which served to 
further broaden my offering and both proved extremely popular with 

customers. 
New wagons in the form of 7-plank open PO wagons and Hopper wagons 

were also launched in 2015 
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The locomotive offering for 2015 was provided by ETS in the form of the 
SR USA 0-6-0 Dockyard Tanker (The ‘Yank Tank’). This had been 

developed by ETS for their US and European markets but they agreed to 
allow WJVintage and Raylo to develop a series of British outline models 

for UK distribution. 

  
To be fair it does look a bit of a brute, it certainly isn’t the prettiest of 

locos, and as a result it perhaps wasn’t the fastest of sellers (I still have a 

few left), which is a real shame because it is immensely powerful in terms 
of hauling capability and a really beautiful, smooth runner.  
 

2016 saw the release of a really nice series of 7-plank open colliery 

wagons, which again proved to be extremely popular and these were 
certainly a step up in quality from the earlier PO wagons, having really 

sharp printing and a superb, durable glossy finish. 

 
Towards the end of 2016 came what has to be one of my absolute 

favourites from all the releases to-date – The 14xx plus Autocoach. To me 
this is just the epitomy of rural branch line trains in the pre-war era and I 

have had the great pleasure, courtesy of Mike Green and Mike Little, to 
travel on the real thing down at the Severn Valley Railway. ETS did a 

magnificent job in translating the brief I sent them and I’m pleased to say 
the outcome was again very well received by customers. 
 

 
Next month I’ll complete this overview with a look at the latter half of my 

company’s story to-date. This is really only the briefest of summaries, but 
it’s amazing just how much there is to say. Perhaps one day I should 

write a book to cover the story in more detail. 
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HRCA Autumn Extravaganza, British Motor Museum, 
Gaydon, Saturday 2nd October, 2021 
A really nice event held in a fantastic, and fascinating venue, the 
HRCA really came up trumps with this Gaydon show. There were 

some lovely layouts and a good trade presence – so what was not 
to like? 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Well, my only real gripe was with the membership. As we are all seeing at 
the moment, Covid 19 is still very much with us, and numbers are on the 

rise again quite rapidly. Two (and in some cases three) jabs are a great 
help but they don’t make us bullet proof! Look carefully at the photos and 

you’ll see a few, but not many masks being worn – far fewer than at 
Sandown just two weeks earlier. Whilst it is great that we can all get out 

and about again, we must all still take care!! Rant over       
 

 
 

That aside, this really was a well-attended event with a lovely atmosphere 
and a good selection of Hornby O Gauge layouts showcasing pre-and 

post-war periods. Gaydon is a modern, airy venue and of course comes 
with the added bonus of the entire motor museum available to visit. I 

Out & About 
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reckon you could have easily spent a day on trains and a day on cars. I 
suspect many did split the day between the two, which probably helped to 

some degree with social distancing as it is a large venue. 

 
The trade also supported the event well, and I do hope that they all had a 
good day too. Certainly, I was quite happy with my takings and, even 

better, it was so nice to bump into several regular customers I had not 
seen for at least the past 18 months. 
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Brighton Toy Museum, 30th Anniversary Running Day, 
Saturday 16th October 2021 
As highlighted in this newsletter last month, the Brighton Toy and 

Model Museum chose to mark its 30th anniversary with a special 
running day. It was a great way to see some of the rarest of the 

rare O Gauge trains running as they were intended to. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It was Chris Littledale who had the original dream and vision for the 

Brighton Toy Museum, and so it was fitting that 30 years on, Chris was at 
the controls of one of the finest (and rarest) O gauge layouts you are ever 

likely to see. 
I took the opportunity to attend the day as a visitor rather than a trader 

and instead of jumping in my van for the three-hour drive, I elected 
instead to ‘let the train take the strain’. With a change to make at London 

St Pancras, it was no quicker than driving, but it allowed me to relax and 
enjoy a rare train journey.  
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Pretty much the first thing to greet you as you approach the layout is the 
superb original Marklin Grand Central (Leipzig) Station produced in the 

mid-1920s. Beautifully detailed with all the extravagance of the period, 
this electrically lit centrepiece must surely be one of the finest tinplate 

‘toy’ buildings ever produced 
 

 
Round at the far side of the layout is where Chris was on hand at the 
controls, and also where most of the locos were to be found waiting for 

their chance to be run. One that immediately caught the eye was a 
Bassett-Lowke A4 in the very early silver grey LNER scheme, number 

2511 ‘Silver King’. Produced around 1936, Bassett-Lowke is believed to 
have only manufactured six locomotives in this ‘Silver Streak’ scheme and 

this one is the very first they produced. The model is in original, 
unrestored condition and looks absolutely superb.  
 

 
 

Another rarity, and a mightily impressive locomotive to-boot, is the 

Marklin LNER P2, 2-8-2 ‘Cock O’ The North’. Produced around 1937 but 

delisted by 1939 (with tensions rising between Britain and Germany), this 
apple green LNER scheme is completely original and is thought to be one 
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of the most valuable locos in the museum. There have already been a 
couple of replicas made of this loco by Hehr and Fitzroy Loco Works, and I 

believe another is coming soon from Ace Trains London. 
 

 
 

I admit I may be a bit biased, but my highlight of the day was seeing a 

pretty unique GNR C1 Atlantic running. This model is a very early Ralph 
Stedman locomotive, produced during the period 1925-27 and it is 

thought to be one of just four. It is powered by a Stedman 8-pole ‘special’ 

electric motor, a rarity in itself. What is even more amazing is that this 
loco, nearly 100 years old, and rare as hens’ teeth, was run continuously 

for most of the morning and into the afternoon session and she never 
missed a beat. Model engineering at its best, they really were built to last, 

and lasted they have! 
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I did actually have my Atlantic prototype with me but sadly there was no 
opportunity to run it or even to make comparisons between the vintage 

Stedman version and the modern WJVintage loco. Never mind, hopefully 
another opportunity may arise when the production version is available 

next year. 
 

I will leave you with a selection of photos from the Museum anniversary 
day. There is so much to see at Brighton that it would be impossible to 

cover it all in a short article. You really need to get down there yourself 
and experience it first-hand. 
 
 

  
 

    
 

 

  
 

Finally, congratulations to The Brighton Toy and Hobby Museum. Here’s to 
many more years of success with a unique collection that has captured 

childhood memories for so many of us to reminisce over and enjoy. 
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‘What a Picture, 
What a Photograph!’ 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First of all, credit where credit is due, this fabulous, atmospheric 

photograph was taken by Len Ince from the Len Ince Collection. It 
appeared in a really interesting Facebook group called BR: Lost Engine 

Sheds: UK and Ireland and was kindly brought to my attention by John 
Bennett. 

I just think it is magnificent – it could almost be a painting and somehow 
you can just smell the oil and steam in that engine shed. My other 

immediate thought was what a fantastic 1000-piece jigsaw this would 
make. I would certainly while away a couple of cold winter evenings 

putting it together. 
But there is something more about this photo that may not be 

immediately apparent.  

Firstly, John Bennett used to regularly ride on the footplate of this engine 
as a boy. It is an Ivatt 2-6-0 Class 2 ‘Mickey Mouse’ number 46522. John 

very kindly recounted his story for the WJVintage newsletter some time 

ago (and it also appeared in the HRCA Journal if I recall correctly).  

Secondly, this very loco was also modelled as one of the very rare green 
lined models of this type produced by Seven Mill Models (and marketed 

by yours truly). The green variants sold out very quickly so I am afraid I 
cannot offer these anymore (a few plain black and black lined variants 

remain in stock though). 
Back to the photo, and the exact time and location are not 100% certain. 

However, it seems pretty likely that the photograph was taken circa 1966 
at either Tyseley or Oxley sheds and the engine was definitely on the 

books at Tyseley during 1966.  
Beautiful photography, I’m sure you will agree. 
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WJVintage 10th Anniversary Commemorative PO 7-Plank 

Wagon – Good News! 
Following the disappointing news that these ‘sold-out’ wagons had been 

rejected due to a quality control issue I am delighted to now be the 
bearer of much better news!  

The bodies have all been reprinted, and a new varnish coat applied which 
has worked perfectly. Yes, they will still be late, but at least they are back 

in production, and I should get an idea on delivery very soon. I will keep 
you posted as soon as I hear more. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 SOLD OUT 
 

 
 

So, thanks all for your support, and patience, and I hope you will all be 
delighted with these when they finally arrive 

They are of course SOLD OUT, but ETS have promised to try to produce 
a few more so any further enquiries are being added to a waiting list and 

if they can send me some extras then I will release them to those on the 

list. Finally, as a reminder, the price will be £39.99 each plus P&P.  
 

Mineral Wagons Update 
After what seems like an eternity, I am delighted to announce that the 
Mineral Wagons have finally started to arrive! 

So far, I only have the Bauxite versions and, as most customers have 
ordered a combination of Grey and Bauxite, I am holding on to these until 

the Grey ones arrive. 

  
 

What’s New 
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These fabulous new wagons incorporate several firsts for WJVintage 

1) The bodies are resin cast on a metal frame in order to keep the 
weight down. They still have a very solid feel but are also very 

‘haulable’. 
2) They incorporate a brand three-hole new disk wheel for authenticity 

3) They also come as standard with the new shorter and less obtrusive 
droplink coupling. I await your feedback on this. If they are as 

successful as I think they will be, then they may become a standard 
part going forward. 

4) These wagons have been developed in collaboration with Michael 
Foster and will be available exclusively through WJVintage 

`       

Prices for these mineral wagons are £39.95 each for a single wagon and 
£150.00 for a set of 4 wagons, both plus P&P. 

Coal loads will be available from mid-November and will be priced at 
£4.50 each plus P&P (slightly cheaper than originally suggested!). 

These make a great finishing touch, don’t you think? 
 
 

 
 

The Ivatt GNR/LNERC1 Class 4-4-2 Atlantic Update 
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To be honest, there isn’t much to update on the Atlantic this month. The 

main thing to say is that I am now sold out of the GNR liveries. I do still 
have both LNER and the British Railways liveries available and if you 

would like to reserve one, please get in touch asap. 
Meanwhile here is a list of stock still remaining 

GNR – SOLD OUT 
LNER early saturated – 4 pieces 

LNER later superheated – 10 pieces 
BR – 5 pieces 

Please don’t leave it too long if you are contemplating one of these lovely 
locos – get your pre-order in now to secure (no deposit required). 

All Atlantics are £695.00 plus P&P 
Estimated first deliveries from 1st quarter 2022 

 
Citybuilder Corner Supermarket 
As many of you may be aware it has become no longer economically 
viable to continue importing the super range of Citybuilder kits. It is a real 

shame, but the Supermarket kit is a classic example of the problem.  

    
Priced at £29.00 (and that was before the last increase) I have sold very 

few of these compared say to the Corner Inn, which was £14.50 and a 
similar size (but not as detailed). 

I have six of the Corner Supermarkets left in stock and I am offering 
these at just £20.00 plus P&P to clear. This is below my cost price but 

they are gathering dust and taking up space so they must go.  
They are beautifully produced kits with superbly clear, full colour 

instructions. All you need to complete is some card glue (PVA or similar) 
and a sharp craft knife. 

Please get in touch if you would like one – a great Christmas present at 

this price! 
 

The Alan Cliff Collection 
The Alan Cliff Collection caused quite a stir last month and I think I have 

already sold just over one third of the items. There are however plenty of 
bargains still left. Below is the list with one or two items now better 

described and the odd price amended. If any item is of interest just let 

me know and I will send you a photo or two to assist your purchasing 
decision. 
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Item 
No. Description Price £ Notes 

22 Seven Mill Ivatt Class 2 ‘Mickey Mouse’ – LMS black 495.00   

27 Powell & Market San Francisco Tram 65.00   

76 WJV Adams Radial LSWR Pea Green with crew figures 395.00   

80 ETS 0-6-0 USA Tank Southern Railways 325.00   

81 Dapol Class 08 0-6-0 Diesel BR (early crest) Green 175.00   

99 Spectrum United Traction Co Tram Car 65.00   

113 Midland Rly 6-wheel clerestory coach 35.00   

115 ETS Express Dairy 6-Wheel milk Tank (modified to UK outline) 40.00   

127 WJV GWR Hopper Wagon 35.00   

141 Ace LSWR 6-wheel coach Set 150.00   

145 Ace LBSCR Coach Set 200.00   

146 Ace CR Coach Set 200.00   

159 WJV Colman's PO Wagon 30.00   

162 Bernard Ridgely Colmans Van 40.00   

183 Ace LNER Dynamometer Car (B Wright Overlay) 225.00   

222 WJV Sherwood PO Wagon 30.00   

223 WJV GWR Hopper Wagon 35.00   

225 WJV GNR Bogie Brick Wagon 70.00   

231 Ace Brake Van 40.00   

241 ACE trains LNWR 6W full brake 50.00   

249 Ace LSWR 6-wheel van 45.00   

253 Ace 3 x tanker set 90.00   

263 Ace LNWR 3rd Brake 6-wheel van 50.00   

282 Darstaed Suburban 3 piece coach set 180.00   

284 Ace Metropolitan 3 piece EMU set 425.00 needs clean up 

292 Darstaed 2 coach GER set (with horsebox missing) 90.00   

293 Darstaed LBSCR 3-piece coach set 200.00   

294 Darstaed GCR 4-piece coach set 200.00   

295 Darstaed Metropolitan 3 piece coach set x 2 400.00   

296 Darstaed Metropolitan 3 piece coach set  400.00   

297 Darstaed LSWR 2 piece coach set (1 missing) 140.00   

298 Darstaed GCR 3-piece coach set 200.00   

300 Bachmann Brassworks unpainted tank wagon 40.00   

301 IBI (Spain) Fyffes van 35.00   

314 Corgi BR Leyland Beaver 12.00 Missing Crates  

318 WJV WW1 Tank Wagon (57) 35.00   

325 Highfield LNWR Composite Coach 55.00   

342 Darstaed 2-6-2 Great Western 295.00   

343 WJV Sentinel 0-4-0 Shunter GWR 250.00   

356 Darstaed 1st/3rd Composite coach 65.00   

357 Ace Trains LMS Travelling Post Office 30233 140.00   

395 WJV 14XX GWR 0-4-2 325.00   
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402 2 x Mr Cat litho LMS corridor coaches (Bassett-Lowke bodies) 140.00   

409 British Railway Modelling (BRM) Van 25.00   

410 Darstaed Rowntrees Van 35.00   

424 CSD 8-wheel tender 20.00   

454 Ace Trains 3 x CR Coach Set 200.00   

464 Darstaed LMS 1st/3rd coach 60.00   

465 Ace Trains LNER Gresley 1st/3rd 60.00   

466 Ace Trains LNER Gresley 1st/3rd 60.00   

468 Darstaed LMS Clerestory Roof 1st/3rd non corridor 60.00   

469 LNER Gresley Corridor Brake 60.00   

471 Darstaed Pullman 'Michela' Parlour 80.00   

472 Darstead Horton Ever Ready Van 30.00   

473 Darstead Horton Weetabix Van 30.00   

474 Ace trains LMS Corridor Full Brake 60.00   

476 Tony Blur PO Van 25.00   

497 ETS Castrol Tank wagon (modified) 35.00   

501 Darstaed Melrose Tea Van 35.00   

511 Sutcliffe Valiant 120.00 Almost mint boxed 

512 Ace Trains 3 x LNWR Coach Set 200.00   

513 Highfield 2 x LNWR Coach Set 110.00   

514 Ace LMS 3rd Class 60.00   

518 LMS 3F 0-6-0 275.00   

521 Ace Met Pullman Parlour 'Galatea' 90.00   

522 Ace Met Pullman Parlour 'Mayflower' 90.00   

523 Darstaed LT Brake 3rd 497 70.00   

530 Sutcliffe 1938 Chris Craft Race Boat 150.00 Almost mint boxed 

544 Hornby No.2 County of Bedford ETS mech & Tender 325.00   

558 ETS Terrier GWR Portishead 275.00   

568 GWR Steam Motor Coach Mr Cat graphics 250.00 Brian Wright 

571 Darstaed 4 x FR Coach Set 280.00   

572 WJV GWR Diesel Parcels Railcar 375.00   

582 Darstaed FR 6-wheel full brake 45.00   

585 Rail King MTH Southern 0-8-0 Switcher 200.00   

586 Corgi LMS Set 10.00   

604 WJV LNER Sentinel 0-4-0 Y3 Shunter 250.00   

 

Ace Trains BR 2-6-4T – BR (early crest) lined satin black, 
R/N 42534 
I am really surprised that this beautiful locomotive hasn’t yet sold. It is 

used but in excellent condition with just a tiny mark (indentation?) on the 

left side of the tank (circled in the photo below left). It is designed for 3-
rail operation only and has an isolating switch in the bunker. The box is 

good, and instructions are included but no lamps or cloth. It’s such an 
impressive looking loco, in my opinion! 

Price is £525.00 plus P&P 
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Bassett-Lowke BL99072 7-Plank Wagon NE 
1 x Used but good with good box and moulded 
Coal Load  £28.00 plus P&P 

1 x Pre-owned but looks virtually unused  
£28.00 plus P&P 

 

 
See us at Shows  
With scientific opinion showing concern at the current rising trend in Covid 
19 cases, we can only speculate as to how things might pan out as we 

head towards winter. The government seems fairly adamant that a return 
to restrictive measures is not on their agenda, but that remains to be 

seen. For the time being therefore, shows are going ahead and so,  

Subject to confirmation, below are our forthcoming shows: 
 

Saturday November 6th – TCS Autumn Show Trinity Methodist Church 
Hall, Narborough Road, Leicester, LE3 2RD – 10:00am to 4:00pm 

 
 

Saturday November 13th – Sandown Park (Barry Potter Fairs) 
Sandown Exhibition Centre, Sandown Park Racecourse, Portsmouth Road, 

Esher, Surrey, KT10 9AJ - 10:30am to 3:00pm 
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Saturday December 18th – Bassett-Lowke Society Running Day 
Cowper Arms, Station Road, Digswell, Hertfordshire, AL6 0EA  

10:00am to 3:00pm 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Don’t forget to like our WJVintage Facebook Page 
With over 500 Facebook ‘likes’, the WJVintage page is almost as popular as 
this newsletter! That said, many subscribers on Facebook are associates, 

friends and family with a passing interest in what I get up to – so not my 

key target audience.       However, it keeps growing and all the latest news 

is often seen on Facebook before it appears in the newsletter as updates 

can be done instantly rather than monthly. If you are a member of 
Facebook, why not look us up and give us a ‘like’? 

 

 

 

Plus, we also now have a ‘YouTube’ Channel! 
I have to confess, after a good start, the channel has been quiet for a while 

but I am pleased to say that a new video of the Atlantic running has now 
been posted.  

I am hoping that this will be the first of many and that the videos will be 
able to recommence on a more regular basis over the coming weeks. I am 

working with my son to produce and post another video update over the 
coming weeks - I’ll keep you updated. 

 

Ordering from WJVintage is Easy 

Online 

Please use the WJVintage website as a shop window and then place your 

order by using the dropdown menu on each product page to select and 

submit the item you wish to purchase. This automatically sends me your 

details and I will be in touch to confirm your requirements and take 
payment. Alternatively select what you want and then give me a call or email 

me. Whichever method you use I will get back to you asap and I can confirm 
stock, particularly for highly limited items, and postage options. Please see 

below for full contact details. 
 

Credit Card 

We have a credit/debit card facility, so you can telephone and place your 
order with us by calling 07711 092497 – please have your card to hand 

when calling.  
 

https://studio.youtube.com/channel/UC4Nfb8pCxxz44SgufA36CHQ/videos/upload?filter=%5B%5D&sort=%7B%22columnType%22%3A%22date%22%2C%22sortOrder%22%3A%22DESCENDING%22%7D
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=371317419566052&ref=br_rs
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Cheque 
If you would prefer to pay by cheque, that is no problem either. Just 

download the order form from our website and complete your 
requirements. Then make a cheque out for the total and post both order 

form and cheque to us at the address shown. Please make cheques 
payable to WJVintage. 

 
Email 

Alternatively, you can place your order by email and payment can then 
be made either by card, PayPal, direct bank transfer or cheque. Please 

note our email address is: wjvintage@outlook.com 
 

BACS 
A growing number of customers are now choosing to send money direct to 

 my account by BACS transfer. If you would like to use this method, please 

contact me and I will send you my bank account details. 
 
 

Stay Safe Everyone! 

Paul 

  ********* 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

       WJVintage                    Tel: 07711 092497        www.wjvintage.co.uk 
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